
EFFICIENCY AND VERSATILITY

"LUI 460 is the mobile platform combining the unique manoeuverability
of the Leonardo HD with the necessity to reach higher".

innovative lift able to fully replace scaffoldings,
ladders and traditional level access systems
il reaches a working height of 6.6 mt.
all-steel chassis and hood granting the
maximum protection of the components
wide LCD screen located on the control panel
shows the state of the vehicle  through a
battery indicator
capacity of 280 Kg and ultra-compact size
(1659x760x1850 mm) allow for an exceptional
maneuverability even in difficult working
conditions
High-Cycle batteries allow up to 200
raising/lowering cycles of the basket or 9 Km 

easily overcomes a 35% gradient and with the
help of ramps it can also overtake obstacles
such as steps and staircases
innovative lifting mast system, guaranteed 10
years.

ride

DURABILITY

SAFETY

LUI 460 Why choose LUI 460?
Provided with an automatic hinge lifting system,
LUI 460 is even quicker and more practical to load
and unload. Thanks to its ultra-compact size the
operator can easily move in restricted spaces,
through small doorways and ramps. With a  weight
of 1250 Kg LUI 460  can be loaded even on small
vans, making the transportation easy and
convenient. 

LUI 460 has a drive speed of  3 Km/h while stowed and
of 0,6 Km/h with platform elevated. It optimizes time
and increases the operator's comfort, enabling him to
lift materials and tools to the desired height without
the need of constantly repositioning.
LUI 460 eliminates the risk of stumbling and fall
together with the risk related to the manual handling of
heavy loads.

Simple, convenient and easy to use, LUI 460 is the
result of 20 years of technical developments. Other
than checking the water level of the battery, this lift
does not require any kind of upkeep, maintaining
extremely moderate annual maintenance costs.
NEWS: It is possible to fully eliminate batteries'
maintenance  by choosing the option 100 Ah 12V
AGM batteries, available also for all our products.
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